
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR LS7805B 

CRANK-UP LIGHTING STAND 

 
PREPARATION  
 

Remove the following components from the box and packaging.  

Identify all of the parts and quantities listed below:         

 

1 Top horizontal bar w/plastic T in center 
2 Complete Side Bar Assemblies 
1 Assembled Crank-Up Lighting Stand 

 

ASSEMBLING 
 

1. Loosen the leg housing knob and push down on the leg housing 
allowing the legs to spread open to approx. 4’ and tighten leg 

housing knob. 
2. Loosen the upper clutch knob and raise the top vertical shaft up 

to the 1st or 2nd security pin location, insert security pin 

attached to upper clutch, let pin rest on clutch, and tighten 

upper clutch knob. 
 

Loosen all thumb knobs on the side bars and top bar before 

proceeding. 
 

3. Slide the small plastic collar of one of the side bars down the 
top vertical shaft making sure the pin at the top of the vertical 

shaft is lined up with the gap in the plastic collar to allow the 
collar to pass the pin. NOTE: This will need to be done with the 

rest of the plastic collars and T-clamps. 

4. Slide the small plastic collar of the other side bar down the 
top vertical shaft.  

5. Slide the T-clamp from the 1st side bar down the top vertical 
shaft. 

6. Slide the T-clamp from the 2nd side bar down the top vertical 

shaft. 
7. Slide the T-clamp of the top horizontal bar on top of the top 

vertical shaft.  

8. Position and secure the side bars and top T bar before 

mounting ANY lighting. 

    
DO NOT raise any vertical shaft of this stand pass its maximum 

or this may cause damage to the stand, equipment or cause 

serious injury. 
 

Make sure you check that all knobs are tightened, safety pins are 

in place, and all lighting are equally placed and securely 

mounted on the stand or this may cause damage to the stand, 
equipment or cause serious injury. 

 


